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POST-GREECE 
 

Sapper Frederick Carne, Royal Engineers 
 

Tell Them We Were Here (Editor, Edward Horlington) - later single Volume edition: 
Chap 14 Pages 155-177, “Sapper Fred Carne, 2020586, Royal Engineers”: 
Also Ian Brown’s “Stalag 18A” website 

 
THROUGH YUGOSLAVIA BY TRAIN 
 
24 JUNE After all day waiting we move off at 5 p.m. Wait outside station until 9 p.m. We 
get jammed in truck. So many men, impossible to move. Air terrible, doors locked. Lie on top of 
each other. Everyone in a mess. 
 
25 JUNE Shocking night. Take it in turns to sleep but with doors closed it's hell.  Air is foul. 
Can't get water. Two petrol tins in truck, one for water the other for lavatory - throw it out of the 
window. Get soup very late at night. 
 
26 JUNE 3 boys escape out through window at night. Trucks dirty and lousy. Sweat pours 
out of us and lice crawling everywhere. They won't open the doors. Several boys have 
dysentery. The old tin is being used some. Stink is shocking. 
 
27 JUNE Get soup at Delgrave (sic  Belgrade) from Red Cross. First time we get out since 
the journey began. As the doors open the girls get shocked at the smell. Some of the men act 
worse than pigs when any bread gets thrown in the window. 
 
28 JUNE Jerry takes all our knives away as the boys cut holes in trucks to let in air. We are 
all filthy dirty, full of lice and dirt and smelling wicked.  Nearly mad with hunger and thirst.  Jerry 
wont listen to us. 
 
ARRIVE AT STALAG 18A, WOLFSBERG, AUSTRIA 
 
29 JUNE After a lot of buggering around we arrive at Wolfsberg, a real prison camp.  Can 
hardly walk.  Lots of stretcher cases.  Get a bit of bread and, what a thrill, a bit of jam.  Tastes 
like the best that I have ever had. 
 
30 JUNE This is a French camp but they are not allowed to mix with us as we are still dirty.  
To see some of the boys it’s enough to break your heart.  Wounded as well as sick. 
 
1 JULY Sleep in big tent.  Line up in 100’s to get deloused and a bath.  Feel quite a new 
man.  Several boys die.  It’s a miracle how I’ve come through as good as I have. 
 
2 JULY Get searched.  Have finger prints taken and all particulars taken.  Have disc No. 
2137.  Sleep in bunk with straw mattress.  It’s just like heaven.  If only we had one good meal. 
 
3 JULY Had photo taken with No 2137 on the chest.  And an injection.  Food is far better 
than other camps but not half enough.  6 a.m. we get coffee and spoon of jam, dinner cabbage 
soup and bread, soup again at 4 p.m.  Still very weak and hungry. 
 
4 JULY Wait for hours in the queue for food.  Thousands here but they are starting to go 
out on working parties, so Jeff and I are going to give it a go.  Put our names down and are 
going out soon with a party of 40. 
 
5 JULY Had new shirt and boots repaired.  Waiting to move out.  Still weak but some of 
the sights are terrible.  Everyone looking thin, weak.  All our clothing torn.  Hoping for a good 
feed at this working camp. 
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WORK PARTY AT JUDENBERG (PROBABLY No. 618/GW, Steelworks) 
 
6 JULY Left Wolfsberg at 4 a.m. with loaf and tin of bacon between 8.  Arrive Judenberg 
after walking 10 miles.  Dead beat but scrub out room that French left and get soup and coffee 
for supper. 
 
7 JULY Start work but get no breakfast.  Travel 6 miles on railway bus.  We are all very 
weak and civvies expect us to work like them.  Boys kick up a row.  Ride back for dinner.  
Starving but just get soup again for tea. 
 
8 JULY Everyone still sore and stiff and still hungry. Feel like breaking in to some-one’s 
house and have a good meal.  We envy the kids as they pass with big hunks of bread and jam.  
The foreman and gaffer are swines but guards are good. 
 
9 JULY The camp is small but comfortable.  At night we have our pants and boots taken 
away.  Have three buckets for night use.  Doors locked and windows shuttered.  The air is real 
foul and heat terrible.  Out in mornings at 5.30 a.m.  
 
10 JULY For breakfast quarter loaf and spoon of jam, dinner very thin soup, soup for tea 
but little thicker.  Very lucky if we find a bit of meat.  Fags are the chief worry of the boys. 
 
11 JULY The boys do rotten things to get a smoke.  Try to beg them off the civvies, pick up 
butts in gutters.  The boss gives 4 among 40 and they fight like mad for them. 
 
12 JULY 12 p.m. leave work and wash clothes and bath.  Take it in turns to get water with 
a wagon, one mile away.  Still hungry.  Get German sausage for tea.  Great stuff.  Wish it were 
10 times the size.  
 
13 JULY Every man must have a bath and wash his clothes.  Jerry has bunk inspection at 
4 p.m.  Goes mad.  Wonderful weather.  Getting quite brown but not feeling very good. 
 
14 JULY Have all sorts of stuff in soup, leaves and seeds, anything to give it a taste but it’s 
just boiled water.  Every man gets out at least 4 times during the night.  Buckets full. 
 
15 JULY Get an issue of soap but have to pay for it when we get our money.  Get paid 
70pfs (pfennigs - pennies) a day.  It’s money made just for the prisoners so cant be spent 
outside. 
 
16 JULY Have terrible pains in stomach.  Go to work but impossible to work.  Guard gives 
me pepper and vinegar.  I’m passing blood.  Don’t like the look of things. 
 
17 JULY Walk into Judenburg to see the doctor. Climb 150 steps. Gives me some powder, 
reckons it's a cold in stomach. Doc's wife speaks French and one of our boys do same, so we 
can make ourselves understood. 
 
18 JULY Got to work in cookhouse. There's no laying on the bed here. Go for rations. 
Food very scarce. Not a thing in the shops, everything rationed. Food still the same, rotten. 
 
19 JULY The guards are very good but they don't get a great lot. French good to us, collect 
fags and send to the boys. Get some very terrible thunder and lightning. 
 
20 JULY Some very pretty houses about. They have a queer way of saving their hay. Cut it 
with scythes and put it on sticks stuck in the ground. Women are good workers. 
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21 JULY Have two boils.  Jerry tries to fix up, sticks a needle in.  No success so they razor 
blade, cut top of boil off.  Blood flows, Jerry delighted.  Gives me the blade and a fag. Neck very 
sore. 
 
22 JULY Still in pain and passing blood. Go to doctor's again and 3 of us must go back to 
Wolfsberg to go before English doctor. Hate to go but it may be all for the best.  Very weak. 
 
23 JULY Go for rations again.  Can hardly walk, so weak.  Something wrong.  Meet an 
English speaking Jerry.  He says Russia will be finished in three weeks time. 
 
BACK IN STALAG 18A 
 
24 JULY Arrive back from (sic ‘at’) Wolfsberg, get no dinner.  French good to us.  Get 
searched, clothes debugged and bath.  Sleep in barracks.  Lots of the boys gone out on working 
party. 
 
25 JULY Get pills from English doctor and not much sympathy.  Stables they use for 
hospital full up with cases.  Conditions rotten.  One boy with me has got malaria. 
 
26 JULY I have to go before German doctor.  He says that I have dysentery and must go 
to French hospital.  This is a good place, full of our boys.  The Aussies treat me well, do 
everything for me. 
 
27 JULY What a thrill.  Get a letter to write home but won't say anything about being in 
hospital as Mother will worry too much.  How I wish I knew how they all are at home. 
 
28 JULY This is real heaven.  A good bed to sleep in and I'm on special diet.  The food is 
wonderful.  14 in a ward.  Get opium to stop pain.  Go to lavatory about 30 times, feel real ill.  
The opium is good. 
 
29 JULY Herb tea at ten, special soup at 11, then maize, sweet barley, about pint of milk a 
day, spuds - sometimes with meat. Still get lots of pain so cannot enjoy the food. 
 
30 JULY Some good boys here but find Aussies and Kiwis will do more and make friends 
quicker than our own boys.  Hospital full of all sorts of cases.  Dysentery and malaria seem to be 
very common.  2 boys die. 
 
31 JULY Lots of swindling goes on with the French.  Our boys mix jam with their stools to 
pass as blood, eat soap and do anything to keep in here. 
 
1 AUGUST A good doctor, a real hard case, looks at us once a day and a Jerry comes 
around twice a week.  He does the throwing out the boys.  Hate those visits.  Never know who 
gets thrown out. 
 
2 AUGUST Red Cross parcels are actually in the camp.  Everybody on their toes.  We won't 
be able to survive without something good to eat.  I feel as if I’ll never feel full up again. Still feel 
ill. 
 
3 AUGUST Write another letter to Mother.  Got a good mind to write to Avril.  Expect she has 
forgotten all about me by now, so will wait and see what happens. What I would give for a letter. 
 
4 AUGUST When this lot is over I will spend all my money on food.  Just to think of all the 
food I have thrown away and the waste in the world, and we are starving. 
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5 AUGUST All we talk about is food. Women aren't mentioned.  What a difference an empty 
belly makes.  Some days we get some very good meals and we get some duds. French are very 
good. 
 
6 AUGUST The little bit of personal gear the boys have left they exchange with the French for 
their biscuits.  They get an issue of 150 a week.  They are hard but very tasty. Wish I could get 
hold of a ton of them. 
 
7 AUGUST For days now Jerry has been promising to give out the Red Cross parcels but 
always the same tale, we shall get them tomorrow.  But Jerry's tomorrow never comes.  We all 
give it up as a bad job. 
 
8 AUGUST The French Padre gives to every man in hospital 12 biscuits.  He is a great fellow 
and will do anything for us.  He collected fags from his people every week.  It runs to about 10 a 
man.  We have tons to be thankful for. 
 
9 AUGUST Twice a week we have hot chocolate and a small piece of butter.  How we look 
forward to those days.  The French dish the food out and if their own boys don't like the meal, 
we get a back-up. Some boys are terrible pigs. 
 
10 AUGUST Wrote to Mother again.  Wish I could see her and explain and ease her mind. It 
must be terrible for those at home.  I trust Billy was not in Greece.  One in the family is enough. 
 
11 AUGUST Wonderful luck today.  Through the Red Cross we get 100 fags.  It's marvellous.  
I would sooner have something to eat but will be able to repay the French for their kindness. 
 
12 AUGUST Miracles still happen.  After tons of promises Jerry lets us have our parcels. Shall 
never forget this day as long as I live.  God bless the Red Cross. 
 
13 AUGUST The parcels are marvellous.  In them is chocolate, sugar, tea, coffee or cocoa, 
meat loaf and all sorts of M.V. (tinned meat & vegetables?),  mixed fruit, custard or rice, jellies.  
This is definitely manna from heaven. 
 
14 AUGUST There is no doubt about it, the parcels have saved our lives.  Only one trouble, 
we can’t get the stuff cooked.  Have a job to get hot water to make tea. 
 
15 AUGUST Lots of the boys go mad, eat all of their parcel.  As their stomachs are so weak 
they get very ill but it’s worth it. 
 
16 AUGUST First time for months feel full.  We will all be good to the Red Cross after this.  
Make a collection of fags to give back to the French. 
 
17 AUGUST Got to go easy on the parcel as don’t know when we shall get the next one.  Do a 
lot of trading with the French.  Quantity is better than quality. 
 
18 AUGUST Another 2,000 prisoners arrive from Crete.  What a sight.  There isn’t one fit man 
amongst them.  Scores can’t walk, have to be carried.  Most of them wounded or sick. 
 
19 AUGUST I’m afraid that I shall see Billy.  It’s a terrible feeling but of all the luck I meet some 
of my old mates from 23 War Party.  Who would think we should meet here? 
 
20 AUGUST Wonder of wonders, have another parcel and 50 fags.  Able to have another 
good feed.  Lots of boys have terrible sores from bug bites.  I feel a lot better.  We have got to 
make room for the Crete boys. 
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21 AUGUST Going out of hospital today.  Feeling tons better but very weak.  Looking forward 
to seeing all my old pals.  Very cool at night after hospital.  Got no blanket, use my overcoat. 
 
RECUPERATING IN STALAG 18A 
 
22 AUGUST Still on special diet but don’t get so much.  A lot of fuss to get the meals.  Still get 
white bread.  A lot of wrangling goes on.  Can’t blame them. 
 
23 AUGUST Recall memories of home.  Make all sorts of dishes out of parcel.  Aren’t 
supposed to make fires but we do on the sly.  Get it if we are caught. 
 
24 AUGUST My 23 War Party pals have some tales to tell.  We all have had some very good 
experiences but some of the boys in the desert are P.O.W.  What luck. 
 
25 AUGUST Still too weak to work but all my pals go out.  Wish I was fit, we could have had 
some good times. 
 
(EDITOR'S NOTE:  Remarkably, the majority of Sapper Fred Carne's diary entries appear to 
have been written in ink, the work of a fountain pen of the day.  Ball-point pens had not arrived 
on the scene, hence any interruption in the supply of ink would oblige a diarist to resort to a 
pencil. 
 
TUESDAY 26 AUGUST 1941 would have been just such a day.  The pencil entry for that day 
has not survived the ravages of time and is indecipherable.  Perhaps a switch to a different 
pencil the following day solved any problem.  With the exception of a few other dates, the 
remaining pencil entries up to 31 December 1941 are decipherable.  Despite the traumas and 
ravages of war, it is especially worthy of note that Sapper Carne faithfully recorded his diary 
entries daily throughout 1941, missing only 3 dates: 4th, 6th and 10th December. 
 
The final five dates - 27, 28, 29, 30 and 31 December 1941 - revert to ink entries, and are 
inscribed with a fine nib in Fred Carne's meticulous, painstaking style.  As will be seen, he 
records both the good and the bad with equal honesty and a sincerity that still shines through, 
despite the passage of a half-century). 
 
27 AUGUST Feeling heaps stronger.  Able to walk around comfortably and enjoying it. Wrote 
home again.  Another concert.   
 
28 AUGUST Get another bad turn of the runs.  Passing blood again.  Will have to see the 
doctor. 
 
BACK IN HOSPITAL 
 
29 AUGUST Got to go in hospital again.  Got dysentery again.  In lots of pain.  
 
30 AUGUST Meet my old Sergeant of Corinth.  We muck in together and share everything. 
 
31 AUGUST The Sergeant is good as gold.  Gives me two marks.  He is called William M.  
Johnstone. 
 
1 SEPT Have several needles and a food parcel.  Happy as a sandboy but oh, what I 
would give for a letter. 
 
2 SEPT All the boys swinging the lead.  Lots of really bad cases.  (They?) Get turned out. 
 
3 SEPT Those badly wounded get LZ and are being sent home.  Lots of smiling and 
handshaking today. 
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4 SEPT The extra sick get a lot of real good stuff from the Red Cross.  We have tea and 
cocoa, doing well. 
 
5 SEPT Been busy.  Darned my socks, patched my trousers and polished up boots.  A 
real gentleman again. 
 
6 SEPT Plenty of good rumours going around.  All hoping to be home by Christmas.  I 
wonder? 
 
7 SEPT Wrote letter to home.  Some of the boys have gad letters.  Tons of excitement. 
 
8 SEPT I am now 143 pounds, 8 pounds heavier than when I joined the Army.  Getting 
fat. 
 
9 SEPT Received parcel and 50 fags.  Do a lot of dealing and get a load of biscuits. 
 
10 SEPT Waiting, hoping  and praying for a letter but no luck so far, but more mail came in 
today. 
 
BACK OUT OF HOSPITAL 
 
11 SEPT Coming out of hospital tonight.  Feeling real fine.  Make some good pals with the 
Aussies (Jim Pickering). 
 
12 SEPT Got new French Dixie and blanket.  Making ourselves very comfortable. 
 
13 SEPT Had issue of all new clothes and pair of boots.  Fitted all right. 
 
14 SEPT All sailors recalled back to go to another camp.  Meet a boy called Wilfred 
Leverton from Padstow. 
 
15 SEPT Another Red Cross parcel and 50 fags.  Change fags for 70 French biscuits.  
Living like lords. 
 
16 SEPT The Germen food is cut down to one meal a day but we do well out of our 
parcels. 
 
20 SEPT Getting up a wonderful concert party.  They put over some good turns. 
 
21 SEPT All the boys look smart on parade with all the new clothes on.  Shows Jerry up. 
 
22 SEPT Got a new system for our parcels.  They are all kept in the stores and only 
allowed to draw one tin a day. 
 
23 SEPT The Navy boys are expecting to go away so they give an evening on their 
experiences.  The best lectures so far. 
 
25 SEPT A surprise for the DU's and the LZ's.  They are going home with several MO's to 
England. 
 
26 SEPT The Jerries thlnk we are getting too much to eat.  So we only have 1 meal a day.  
The boys are mad. 
 
27 SEPT The sailors give a farewell concert.  Jerry won't listen to our protest.  Another 
meeting on Monday. 
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28 SEPT Our Camp Com(mandant) gets 14 days for getting food for us.  He is an Austrian 
and a good fellow. 
 
29 SEPT After a special meeting our food is cut down to one meal a day.  It applies to all 
prison camps. 
 
30 SEPT Football matches started today.  Was first international game - France versus 
England. 
 
1 OCT  Started work on job in camp.  Get 1/8 of a loaf more of bread and dish of soup at 
night. 
2 OCT  Having plenty of food now.  Four of us sharing and having some real good meals. 
 
4 OCT  The biggest event in my life.  Had two letter, from home and Clara. 
 
5 OCT  Made a trifle in a tin for 5, three jellies, a custard, fruit and biscuits. 
 
6 OCT  Drew my first money, 9 marks 50 pfennigs for back pay when I was at Judenberg. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

A 10 pfennig Lagergeld note 
 

7 OCT  Another shock.  Received 5 letters.  Two from Annie and one each from Mother, 
Ivy and Clara. 
 
8 OCT  Wrote letters to Clara, Mother and Avril.  Received letters Mother, Annie and 
Avril. 
 
12 OCT First snow today.  Very cold.  The mountains covered in white.  International 
match between F and B.  France won 10 - 1. 
 
13 OCT Very busy getting ready for Russian prisoners.  Will all be kept separate from us. 
 
14 OCT Four Aussies try to escape and get caught in Wolfsberg. 
 
15 OCT Everybody on parade.  We all must suffer for the boys who tried to get away. 
 
19 OCT Shift into another barracks.  Form a partnership with Jack McCosker - an Aussie. 
 
21 OCT Get Canadian parcel.  16 articles.  One pound of fresh butter, milk, jam, corned 
beef. 
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22 OCT Get a clothing issue from Red Cross of 1 pair of socks, shirt, pullover, vest and 
pants, handkerchief and towel.  Fixed up for clothes. 
 
23 OCT Terrific weather.  Russian prisoners arrive.  Never saw such a lot.  45 die of 
starvation. 
 
24 OCT In the Russian compound it’s terrible.  The guards use whips.  A lot more die. 
 
25 OCT 5 letters again.  Mother 2, Annie, Joy and Clara.  One man gets caught throwing 
bread to the Russians.  No dinner for us. 
 
27 OCT The boys keep on getting into trouble over the Russians.  We are not allowed to 
give them anything. 
 
29 OCT Two Russians get murdered.  They wouldn’t share out the bread and fags thrown 
to them by our boys.  Jerry stops it all. 
 
1 NOV  Have another concert.  One boy dressed as a woman gives the boys all a thrill. 
 
3 NOV  Over 100 Russians dead.  Get burned, 20 at a time.  But the rest are looking a lot 
better. 
 
4 NOV  Volunteer for working party, to go in the heart of the Tyrol.  Holiday resort. 
 
5 NOV  The boss wants me to stop on but I will stick to Jack (McCosker).  Offered me 4 
months work. 
 
6 NOV  Passed by M.O. fit for working party to go right in the heart of the mountains. 
Promised a good job. 
 
WORK PARTY 11006/GW, ZEDLACH (Road Construction) 
 
7 NOV  Left camp at 7, arrive midnight.  A terrible journey.  Freezing cold.  Hot supper.  
Wicked climb. 
 
9 NOV  A day of rest.  Got toothache rotten.  Beautiful country.  About 7,000 feet high. 
 
10 NOV The Com. wouldn’t let me work.  Orders are to rest.  Suits me.  Wrote letter to 
Avril and to Mother. 
 
11 NOV Walked 16 kilometres to see Doc.  Had tooth out.  Wonderful country. 
 
12 NOV Got a woman cook.  She's a good sort.  Looks after us well and makes some 
good meals. 
 
15 NOV Had a busy day.  Putting stove (Big Billy) in wash house.  Having Monday 
morning off for working Saturday afternoon. 
 
19 NOV A lot of parcels come.  Had one each and 50 fags.  Make a collection of fags for 
the guards. 
 
22 NOV Received 10 letters.  Ivy 3, Mother 3, Annie 2, Avril 2.  Wrote Xmas Card to Ivy.  
Up to date have had 50 letters. 
 
26 NOV 3 of the new boys refuse to work.  Make a lot of fuss in camp. 
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27 NOV More parcels come.  Xmas ones from the Red Cross.  Make a collection for 
kiddies of the village for Xmas. 
 
28 NOV The Com. won’t let the 3 boys have any food.  “Nix arbiet, nix essen” is Jerry’s 
motto. 
 
1 DEC  Had to sign a paper to say we know the penalty of having anything to do with 
German women.  10 years.  Is it worth it? 
 
3 DEC  People here very sympathetic towards us but scared out of their lives of the 
Gestapo. 
 
8 DEC  Japan and America supposed to be in the war.  Lots of the boys try to get news 
but we don’t hear much up here. 
 
9 DEC  Bill Walker’s got bad news.  His little daughter killed and his wife very ill.  Takes it 
hard.  Spoils the atmosphere of room. 
 
11 DEC My parcel comes at last.  What a beauty.  Kit bag and tin opener is just what I 
want. 
 
13 DEC Three boys thinking of having a try to get away from here to Italy, into Switzerland 
then home.  We help them. 
 
15 DEC Three boys escape.  Things get tightened up.  The boys have a good start but 
weather too cold. 
 
16 DEC Have all our tins opened now.  Spoils getting a stock in for Xmas.  Got to hide 
everything.  A search being made. 
 
17 DEC Get paid at last. 12 marks 60 pfennigs.  Start a canteen.  Can buy lots of little 
things.  
 
18 DEC Get a job sawing wood and general odd jobs around the camp but guards keep 
an eye on us now. 
 
19 DEC Our escapers get caught in Lienz, 35 kilometres away, about 10 from the border. 
 
20 DEC Saturday, another pay day.  11 marks, 20 pfennigs. 
 
22 DEC News about attack on Singapore by the Japs.  Japs catch a packet.   Civvies very 
quiet.  Something in the wind. 
 
CHRISTMAS IN THE TYROL 
 
24 DEC Wednesday.  Christmas Eve.  Left work at 12.  Scrubbed out and decorated 
room.  Had musical evening.   Gave a turn.  Sophie got presented with a present we collected 
for her.  Three bottles of beer. 
 
25 DEC Thursday.  Christmas Day.  Dinner - soup and duff pasties, meat, gravy and 
mashed spud.  Christmas pudding and custard, jelly, pineapple and condensed milk.  And 
Christmas cake made by Sophia. 
 
26 DEC One foot of snow.  Have a snow fight and sleighing. 
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27 DEC Wonderful how the kids handle the sleighs.  They are like real little men and do 
their share of the work.  But most of it is done by the girls. 
 
29 DEC Have a great time with the kids. This isn’t very popular with the Com. but he isn't 
a bad old sort.  I get on with him all right, and the guards.  It's hard to realise they are our 
enemies.  Where shall we be this time next year? 
 
30 DEC Get out of bed at 11 o'clock.  Have dinner.  Soup und duff pasties, potato and 
large bit of meat.  Make cocoa and have Xmas cake.  Afternoon spent in sleighing and snow 
fighting.  Evening - cards and singing.  How the fortunes of war have changed.  
 
31 DEC Wednesday.  New Year's Eve.  Got the Mess Room decorated great.  Jock 
Booker is a good artist.  Have a good time, kick up a terrible row.  Drink the New Year in and the 
Old One out.  Toast the folks at home and end of the war.  So ended a fateful year. 
 
 
 
 
 
Archivist’s Note:  Although Fred’s name does not appear on the Muster Roll for Work Party 618/GW (in 
fact there are only 4 names out of the 74 individuals in the two photographs below) he is certain it was 
located in Judenburg.  618/GW is the only one listed for Judenburg.  He does not appear in either 
photograph so either there is another sub-group photo or these were taken after he had left - after all he 
was only there from 6th - 23rd July, 1941 

 

Work Camp  618 GW 
 

Location: Judenberg 

Type of work: Steelworks 

Man of Confidence: Unknown 

Number of Men: Unknown 

Known to be present 

Forename Surname Rank Unit POW Comments 

John Connor Spr RE 1260 also 1017/GW 

J.J.B. (Barnie) Dunne Gnr RA 5812 Liverpool 

Harry Hockey Spr RE     

Bill Jardine L/Cpl RAC 2399   

   
Thanks to Alison Ball, Tim Jardine, Ingrid Matthews and Gaynor White for the names and the photos. 
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Part of Work Party 618/GW (from Ingrid Matthews) 
 
 
 

 
 

Another Part of Work Party 618/GW (from Gaynor White) 
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Work Camp  11006 GW 
 

Location: Zedlach 

Type of work: Road construction 

Man of Confidence: Spr George Scott, 2642 

Number of Men: 39 (31 English, 8 Australian, 3 New Zealand) 

Known to be present 

Forename Surname Rank Unit POW Comments 

Fred S.J. Carne Spr RE 2137 Cornwall, UK; capt'd Kalamata 

Reginald R. Dexter Gnr RA 9076 King's Lynn, Norfolk 

E.J. Faulkner Pte 2/13 Inf. Bn. 7426 Brisbane, Australia 

John Patrick McCosker L/Bdr 1 A/Tk. Rgt. 1495 Queensland, Australia; capt'd Vevi (Greece) 

Ron Mackenzie       Australia 

Lesley Albert (Jack) Pearce Pte RAVC 2067 Surrey; also 10487/GW  

George Scott Spr RE 2642 MOC 

Stanley Shann Sgt RA 8954   

 
Names and photographs kindly supplied by Mike McCosker, son of L/Bdr John McCosker, and Gary 
Pearce, son of Jack Pearce. 

         

   Fred Carne           John McCosker & Ron Mackenzie 
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Work Party 11006/GW (from Gary Pearce) - Fred Carne circled in red in the front row 

 

Work Party 11006/GW (from Mike McCosker) - Fred in the front row again (as usual) 
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Group 1 - Christmas 1942 

  

Group 2 
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Group 3 

 

 

Winter Sports 
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No caption – but that’s Fred again 

 

International Red Cross Report 

Date of visit: 20 May 1943 

General Description 
 
This camp is situated on a mountain slope over the Isel valley in the Eastern Tyrol (about 1400 metres 
above sea level). The view from the camp over the valley is magnificent, the climate is very healthy. The 
prisoners of war have an entire chalet to themselves and therefore plenty of room. They also have their 
own garden where vegetables and flowers are grown and one of the prisoners even owns a number of 
rabbits. 
 
Interior arrangement 
 
Heating and lighting arrangements are good but the prisoners of war would welcome a spare supply of 
electric bulbs as they are now using their last ones. The delegate of the Protecting Power will ask the 
Chief Man of Confidence at Wolfsberg to see to this. 
 
Bathing and washing facilities 
 
There is a wash-room with a boiler. 
 
Toilet facilities 
These are adequate, but at present there is no lime to hand. However, a supply has already been 
ordered. 
 
Food and Cooking 
 
The food was stated to be good. There is a large stove for private cooking and as the prisoners of war 
cultivate their own garden there should be no lack of fresh vegetables. 
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Medical attention and sickness 
 
There is a sick parade every evening. If need arises Dr. Schwieger comes up from Matrei, otherwise the 
prisoners of war go down to see him at the village. He is said to be very efficient. There is no 
acknowledged sanitator at this camp, but one of the prisoners of war gives first aid (he is a member of the 
Order of Saint John's). He asks for a supply of iodine as well as T.C.P. or some other disinfectant. This 
wish will be transmitted to the Red Cross by the Protecting Power. The prisoners state that up to now 
there have been no serious cases of illness but should there be any in the future the almost complete 
absence of any means of transport to the next town is causing anxiety. However, the Accompanying 
Officer explained that this applies to the civil population as well and is, of course, a disadvantage common 
to all mountain regions. 
 
As far as dental treatment is concerned the prisoners of war had no complaint except that so far they had 
to pay their own bills. The Accompanying Officer promised to look into the matter. The dentist at the 
village was said to be doing excellent work. 
 
Clothing 
 
The prisoners of war have already sent an application to Wolfsberg for a second uniform as at present 
they have only one. They also need boots, especially sizes 5, 6, 7, 8. This wish will be transmitted to the 
Chief Man of Confidence at Wolfsberg by the Delegate of the Protecting  
Power. 
 
Laundry 
 
Laundry used to be sent out for washing, mending and ironing but this has been stopped some time ago. 
One of the men, a professional, is now allowed three days off weekly for washing and ironing. This 
arrangement suits the prisoners of war, but as their comrade is unable to mend, they would like the 
woman, who previously did this job, to take it on again. The Accompanying Officer promised to find out 
why she had stopped and whether through the respective unit (Kompanie) this arrangement could 
continue. 
 
Money and Pay 
 
There is no complaint. The prisoners of war are paid weekly (70 Rpfg. a day). The Delegate informed the 
prisoners of war that they can deposit their earnings with the Pay Master at Stalag XVIIIA, as they are not 
allowed to keep more than RM 30 in their possession. 
 
Canteen 
 
There is no canteen but the prisoners of war are able to buy beer. They are asking for toilet paper and 
razor blades and were told to write to Stalag XVIIIA for these. 
 
Religious activity 
 
So far they have had no visit yet but as soon as the new arrangements at Stalag XVIIIA/Z (Spittal am der 
Drau) are completed no doubt a padre will shortly visit the camp. 
 
Recreation and exercise 
 
The prisoners of war state that they get plenty of exercise. Till spring they were able to play football on a 
nearby field; during winter they enjoyed all kinds of winter sports. Usually they are taken for walks on 
Sunday afternoons. 
 
Mail 
 
Mail is being sent up from the village every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday. The English mail is fairly 
regular now, but the Australian and New Zealand mail leaves much to be desired. 
 
Welfare work 
 
Nothing to report. 
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Complaints 
 
The only serious complaint concerned the non-arrival of civilian parcels addressed to various prisoners of 
war who received the respective dispatch notices from Stalag XVIIIA but no parcels. The Accompanying 
Officer will personally investigate this matter. 
 
General impression 
 
This is a very good camp. The prisoners of war state that they are very happy here and that their state of 
health and mind is excellent. 

 
 


